Scholarly Permissions – Three Basic Types

1. **SCHOLARLY REPRINTS**: Whether you need complimentary permission to reprint a full test form for inclusion in your scholarly grant submission or IRB . . . or to include representative sample items within the appendix of your thesis or dissertation . . . or to reprint a table from one of our test manuals within a textbook or other scholarly manuscript . . . WPS Rights & Permissions can help! Just send a brief email describing your needs to rights@wpspublish.com and we'll be glad assist you. Qualified requests typically result in a permission authorization, including provision of the required reprint/copyright notice, within 10 business days.

2. **SCHOLARLY ADAPTATIONS**: When your project has a scientific, research-based need that prevents the purchase and use of “off-the-shelf” materials for administration (for example, creating a customized research survey using various test elements; offering a test in a secure, password-protected, internet-based environment; needing to use photo-enlarged protocols for administration of a measure to a partially sighted population), WPS Rights & Permissions can assist the principal investigator in securing a limited-use licensing arrangement. Following the researcher’s signature and prepayment of per-use fees that are assessed at scholarly rates generally equivalent to the purchase of original test materials, the researcher will receive permission from WPS to create and reprint the adaptation under WPS copyright for a specified number of uses, as part of a single WPS-registered project (with re-use subject to new approval/license). Contact rights@wpspublish.com with a brief description of your particular research needs, and we'll be glad to assist you. Please allow at least 2 to 4 weeks for this process.

3. **SCHOLARLY TRANSLATIONS**: If you need to use one of our test titles in translation as part of a scholarly study, WPS Rights & Permissions will be glad to help in one of the following ways.
   a) If one of our measures is already available in a formally published format from one of our international test-publishing partners, we will refer you directly to that publisher. For a current list of WPS titles formally available in translation please visit www.wpspublish.com.
   b) If one of our assessments has an unvalidated research translation that’s been registered with WPS Rights & Permissions by an authorized translator for sharing with other qualified investigators, we can provide access to that translation via a limited-use licensing arrangement. This type of arrangement is subject to signature and prepayment of per-use fees assessed at scholarly rates generally equivalent to the purchase of original test materials, and permits the researcher’s team to reprint the research translation, under WPS copyright, for a specified number of uses as part of a WPS-registered project. Contact rights@wpspublish.com with a brief description of your particular research needs, and we'll be glad to assist you. Please allow at least 2 to 4 weeks for this process.
   c) If one of our assessments is not already available in translation, we can offer a limited-use licensing arrangement. This type of arrangement is subject to signature and prepayment of per-use fees assessed at scholarly rates generally equivalent to the purchase of original test materials, and permits the researcher’s team to create and reprint the research translation, under WPS copyright, for a specified number of uses as part of a WPS-registered project. Contact rights@wpspublish.com with a brief description of your particular research needs, and we'll be glad assist you. Please allow at least 2 to 4 weeks for the licensing process, noting that WPS does
not provide a copyright/reprint notice until the final translation (as it will be used with intended populations) is registered with WPS. In the case of titles subject to requirement of authors’ review of a blind back-translation for which the translation team is responsible—currently ABAS-II, ADI-R, ADOS-2, CARS2, DP-3, MSI-R, SCQ, SMALSI, SPM, and SRS—please allow a minimum of 6 months for actual completion of the translation.